TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of July 14th and July 21st (as of 7.14.14)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of July 14th and July 21st. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.
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Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordynリンク@discovery.com

WEEK OF JULY 14TH (as of 7.14.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Network Premiere
BORN SCHIZOPHRENIC: JANI & BODHI’S STORY – Wednesday, July 16
(Previously premiered on Discovery Fit & Health)

Special Episodes
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – Friday, July 18

Reunion Special
RETURN TO AMISH – Sunday, July 20

TUESDAY, JULY 15

7:00PM ET/PT
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE – “PASTRY IS ART”
Jenny came to the U.S. from Peru, working as a chef before opening her own business. Life in the bakery with her employees and sister is more like a Latin American soap opera. Can Buddy help Jenny kickstart her business and add more spice to their menu?

9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “BUDDY’S WINTER BBQ”
Competition sizzles when the teams have to make barbecue inspired cakes. As if making a six-foot long hot dog and a 4-foot wide hamburger was not stressful enough, the teams will have to present their cakes to Buddy’s family!

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16

9:00PM ET/PT
BORN SCHIZOPHRENIC: JANI & BODHI'S STORY (TLC Encore / Discovery Fit & Health Premiere)
Jani Schofield, one of the youngest children ever diagnosed with schizophrenia, is making great strides with her illness and functioning much like a typical 11-year-old girl. But attention has now turned to her younger brother Bodhi, 6, and his own journey toward diagnosis, as his severe autism and intermittent explosive disorder leaves his parents begging for answers and battling daily to protect him from himself. The special follows Susan and Michael Schofield as they struggle through daily tasks and highlights the tremendous troubles and triumphs of raising two children with mental illness, all while keeping the only family they know together.

THURSDAY, JULY 17

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “FORCED FAMILY FUN!”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – without Anna and Kaitlyn around, the family spends very little time together. Alana hopes the family’s love for food will reunite them, but her efforts fall just as short as family game night and pottery painting. The family’s last hope lies in the mud.

8:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “CIVIL WAR”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – Anna's dreams of a flashy wedding come to a halt as June joins the couple to a potential venue. Sugar Bear hunts for riches in the yard courtesy of a metal detector and Alana. Expecting only coins, they're shocked to learn what they've uncovered.

9:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “VOWEL OF SILENCE”
With no critters to play with, June rents Alana - a goat from a farm. Unlike Alana, Sugar Bear's been feeling the love and buys some personal items for him and June to use in private. To keep the house quiet, he offers Jessica and Pumpkin money to hush up.

9:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “BRAIN REST”
The family is in a car accident and Pumpkin has to stay at the hospital with June by her side. Back home, Sugar Bear, Jessica and Alana miss Pumpkin but still revel in their freedom without Mama around. Anna and Michael get matching tattoos.

10:00PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT'S ALL RELATIVE – “LADY IS A TRAMP STAMP”
Leah is horrified to discover that Mom Vicki wants a tramp stamp. Leah and sister Shannon do their best to dissuade her. Back at the family restaurant, Vivian’s, George is confused by a new cash register which causes chaos.

10:30PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “WHAT'S THE POINT, MOM?”
Mom Vicki decides she wants to spend more time with Leah. Leah is pre-occupied with decorating the restaurant, Vivian’s, and takes the opportunity to kill two birds with one stone, enlisting her mother’s help.

FRIDAY, JULY 18
9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “EYE OF THE BRIDAL STORM”
Legally blind bride Jessi argues with her overbearing mom about finding an age-appropriate dress; passive bride Karen must make her voice heard above her opinionated pro-wrestler fiancé’s; bride Lindsay is exhausted after shopping with 13 bridesmaids.

9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “GOLD MEDAL GOWN”
Olympic bobsledder bride Elana and her opinionated mother battle over the length of her reception dress; bride Courtney worries her dream dress won’t please her terminal grandmother; bride Lacie questions her ball gown decision.

10:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: THE BIG DAY – “KRISTI”
Former pro-cheerleader Kristi has only one vision for her wedding day - her own. But throwing an event to impress isn’t easy; as the pressure to meet perfection escalates, Kristi must find a way to let go if she ever wants to make it down the aisle.

SATURDAY, JULY 19

8:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “MOTORCYCLE MAYHEM”
It’s moving day for a young couple, but when they decide to give their apartment a sexy goodbye they end up in the E.R.; a woman pushes the limits with her trainer; the aftermath of a motorcycle escapade drives a couple to the E.R.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER – “STUCK ON ME”
An intimate game of cops and robbers sends a couple on the run to the ER; a doctor must help a patient out of a sticky situation while his in-laws watch; and a man’s excruciating post sex migraine stumps doctors until he performs his own stress test.

11:00PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “BROADCAST NUDES”
A nudist client promises to propose on the spot to his girlfriend, but only IF Jackie and Chandler can find them the perfect home. A local television crew is in for a culture shock when they’re hired to film a commercial inside a nudist resort.

11:30PM ET/PT
BUYING NAKED – “SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NUDE”
Jackie and Alex help recently engaged clients prepare for their naked wedding. And the brothers face a unique challenge: finding a home for “a mixed couple” – that is – one nudist, and one clothed. Can they find a place that meets both of their needs?

SUNDAY, JULY 20

9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES: BROWN’S FAMILY ALBUM – “EVERY BROWN REVEALED”
Kody, his wives, and all of the children work to compile photos and videos that bring new life and new understanding to the family. Insightful details and shocking secrets emerge to give an even deeper look into what makes this family so extraordinary.

10:00PM ET/PT
RETURN TO AMISH – “THE SHUNNING TRUTH”
The men and women of Return to Amish are together again for a revealing one-hour reunion special. Hosted by Michelle Beadle, we'll delve into the lives of each person and hear what they've been up to since the show ended.

WEEK OF JULY 21ST (as of 7.14.14)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Premiere
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? (Season 5) – Wednesday, July 23

Special
BRIDE BY DESIGN – Friday, July 25

Network Premiere
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – Saturday, July 26
(Previously premiered on Discovery Fit & Health)

Mid-Season Finale
SISTER WIVES – Sunday, July 27

Series Premiere
ESCAPING ALASKA – Sunday, July 27
Escaping Alaska follows a group of young Eskimos as they leave their villages for the first time and secretly escape to San Diego, defying the expectations of their families in order to experience life beyond the harsh realities of Alaska.

TUESDAY, JULY 22

7:00PM ET/PT
BUDDY’S BAKERY RESCUE – “LAURA’S SWEETS SPECIALTY BAKE SHOPPE”
Sisters Laura and Maria opened a bakery in Sugar Loaf, New York to expand their home cake business. But taking care of their kids and running a bakery have led to a lot of stress. Will they stop arguing long enough to listen to Buddy’s suggestions?

9:00PM ET/PT
NEXT GREAT BAKER – “NIGHTMARE ON BAKER STREET”
A terrifying challenge awaits the teams, as they have to make cakes inspired by horror movies. If the gory cakes don’t creep out the contestants, they will surely be spooked after meeting their guest judge: one of the scariest villains in film history.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23
Actress Cynthia Nixon searches for answers in her paternal line, and truth becomes stranger than fiction when a mystery of deceit and murder slowly unfolds in relation her 3x great-grandmother.

THURSDAY, JULY 24

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “VOWEL OF SILENCE”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – with no critters to play with, June rents Alana a goat from a farm. Unlike Alana, Sugar Bear's been feeling the love and buys some personal items for him and June to use in private. To keep the house quiet, he offers Jessica and Pumpkin money to hush up.

8:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “BRAIN REST”
Featuring added facts and bonus scenes – the family is in a car accident and Pumpkin has to stay at the hospital with June by her side. Back home, Sugar Bear, Jessica and Alana miss Pumpkin but still revel in their freedom without Mama around. Anna and Michael get matching tattoos.

9:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
June and Sugar Bear decide it’s time for some home improvement. The girls repaint their "doo-doo" colored walls, June agrees to some face improvements by waxing her beard situation, and the family says "goodbye" to their old couch.

9:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “EPISODE 22”
Episode description not available at this time.

10:00PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “WHOLE LOTTA SHAKIN’ GOIN’ ON”
After an earthquake, Leah tasks husband Angelo with preparing the house for disasters. Meanwhile, Leah fears that Nanny Trish’s hobbies may be masking a hoarding problem.

10:30PM ET/PT
LEAH REMINI: IT’S ALL RELATIVE – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
When Shannon’s 30th Birthday approaches, Leah and Vicki offer to fulfill her wish for a boob job. Vicki begrudgingly babysits for Sofia while Leah and Shannon go on a double date. Angelo and George shop for a boob shaped cake for Shannon’s Birthday.

FRIDAY, JULY 25

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “EPISODE TITLE TBD”
Military bride Sarah challenges her assertive mom and friends’ opinions; sorority sisters and siblings clash when bride Mon Cheri says she wants a poofy princess gown; bride Diana hopes to honor her beloved godfather on her special day.
9:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “WORTH THE WEIGHT”
Optimistic bride Amy falls in love with a budget-busting gown and must convince Lori to let her try it on; ambitious bride Ericia puts pressure on herself when she tries to lose 20 to 30 pounds and fit into a small dress before her big day.

10:00PM ET/PT
BRIDE BY DESIGN
Birmingham-based bridal designer Heidi Elnora thinks every bride is one of a kind, and should have a custom gown to match. Heidi has made it her mission to help women turn the wedding dress of their dreams into reality.

SATURDAY, JULY 26

9:00PM ET/PT
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER – “TURTLE TROUBLE”
An alligator snapping turtle is clamped to a man’s neck and won’t let go; an ER physician races against an impending hurricane to clear the ER of patients before it hits; and a tree trimmer is 20 feet above ground when he is impaled by his chainsaw.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “BIRTHDAY SURPRISE”
A woman’s birthday surprise for her husband shocks the doctors at the ER; a doctor gets more than one surprise while attending to a woman with abdominal pain; and when John’s mom interrupts his toy play the embarrassment lands his girlfriend in the ER.

SUNDAY, JULY 27

9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES – “TELL ALL”
The Brown family comes together once again to set the record straight in another revealing hour-long reunion special. Christine, Kody, Meri, Janelle, and Robyn sit down with NBC’s Tamron Hall and no topic is off limits. Tamron also checks in with the Browns’ older kids to reveal a new interest in Logan’s life as the youngest kids open up about their TV lives for the first time.

10:00PM ET/PT
ESCAPING ALASKA – “FROZEN LIES & FORGING A NEW FAMILY”
Five young Eskimos prepare to secretly escape their native villages for the first time. They must lie to their loved ones and risk leaving their families stranded during the harsh winter in order to pursue their dreams of a new life in San Diego.

###